
 Carefully take apart your empty snack box without ripping
Mark with pencil where you want to place your stars in sky on plain side  (can make a
constellation) and poke holes with thumbtack. Enlarge holes with skewer
Paint the plain side of the cardboard snack box with blue paint (this will be your
evening sky) and let dry
Turn over box and line up LED lights with holes and tape down wires
 Measure about a quarter to a third of the way up of the box and use that
measurement to draw and cut out the land section from a piece of white cardstock.
 Draw and cut out a few fir trees of various sizes from remaining white cardstock.
 (Optional for 3D effect) Cut out one or two small rectangles, fold four times each and
tape ends together.
 Tape 3D rectangles to the back of one or two trees and affix to box using glue or tape,
to make your tree(s) pop out. 
Reassemble box and glue two sides together threading light string switch through
one side. Alternatively, cut hole in back to access the switch.

Materials Needed
-Empty snack box 
-Thumbtack
-Scotch (cellophane) tape 
-Scissors
-Glue
-Pencil
-Plastic or styrofoam plate 

to hold paint
-Cup of water for paintbrush
-Newspaper
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EVENING WINTER SCENE
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Video on Facebook - December 8 | 2:00pm
facebook.com/andersonlibrarysc

Materials Supplied
Blue craft (tempera) paint
Paintbrush
Wooden skewer
LED string lights (battery lasts 72 hours and is 
    replaceable. Do not leave on unattended)
White cardstock
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YOU NOW HAVE A LIGHT UP EVENING WINTER SCENE!

take &make 



Add tint to trees with colored pencils or leave white.
Used constellation Draco in example.
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